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bemess bugfixes -the max. allowable
steel strain (used to calculate the design
tensile strength ft) is now taken from
the.ini file of the code. differences occur
e.g. for bridge codes norm (20 0/00) and
bridge codes norway (10 0/00). the max.
allowable steel strain can be set with
bemess-mats2. (199950) -other issues
-with para xmin-xmax the input e. of a
minimum reinforcement can now be
done with a selection box. -with crac
bet1 silo now a crack width analysis can
be done for silos according nf-ec2-3.
sofistik reinforcement generation is a
simple solution with a friendly
environment. users can customize the
model parameters and more to achieve
the desired and required results and
output. after the completion of models,
users can perform analysis to ensure the
structure. analysis such as surface and
non-surface analysis, strain analysis, and
stress analysis. users can examine their
models with different wind or fluid
amount situations to determine the
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impact made by the situations. examine
the models and system physically and
dynamically with high and top details.
you can also download virtualpainter.
sofistik reinforcement, detailing, crack-
generation of all forms of technical
drawings from technical drawings to
shop drawings. it is an intuitive
application through users to optimize
and accelerate the design of their 2d
sheets which are out of 3d rebar models
in revit. with the application, users can
achieve high quality, accurate, and
precise model with fewer efforts. users
can design models like buildings,
tunnels, bridges, and much more. it has
a modern user interface with clear
navigation.
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